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Business Interruption Insurance Protects Against Uncontrollable Losses

The possibility that businesses will face financial losses from temporary shutdowns beyond their
control is greater than ever. Climate instability, an increased burden on our power grids and social
uncertainty set the stage for a variety of business closures. At the same time, widespread disruptions
to the global supply chain related to the lingering COVID-19 pandemic have derailed many
organizations’ ability to stay continuously open for business. Today, risk managers must obtain
protection against loss resulting not only from direct physical disruption — such as vandalism,
terrorism, equipment damage or a natural disaster — but, increasingly, also from disruption first
suffered by a third-party supplier, distributor or customer.
Even brief shutdowns can have devastating consequences for a business, threatening
its reputation, cash flow and capacity to meet financial obligations.
Eastern Insurance believes that risk managers seeking increased protection against
the destabilizing consequences of unexpected disruption will benefit from reviewing
their current business interruption and contingent business interruption coverage.
This white paper will define what each policy type is, demonstrate how these policies
protect businesses against interruption-related revenue loss, explore the potential
benefits and limitations of each, and explain how to get started with evaluating your
own business interruption needs.

What Are Business Interruption (BI) And Contingent Business
Interruption (CBI) Policies?
Complementary but distinct policy types, both BI and CBI can replace lost revenue when businesses
experience temporary closures due to adverse circumstances beyond their control.

BI insurance addresses claims that originate when a business is forced to temporarily
shut down due to a fire, wind, theft or similar event as specified within each
policyholder’s unique policy. It covers loss associated with a business’ cash flow — daily sales, for

example.

CBI insurance provides coverage beyond standard business interruption protection
and is triggered when revenue loss is due to damages first incurred by a business
owner’s third-party supplier, distributor or even customer. It may be helpful to think about
this as transferring the risk to a third party.

How Do These Plan Types Work?

Let’s look at examples of how each product type protects business owners and
who may benefit most from each.

Business Interruption Insurance
While all businesses can benefit from BI insurance, small and mid-size organizations
operating out of brick-and-mortar physical locations may benefit the most. For example, a bakery that
is wholly dependent on a physical location to continuously deliver its products may suffer crippling
revenue losses if essential equipment breaks down, forcing it to cease operations for even a few days.
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Without daily cash flow, the business owners may find their ability to pay both vendors and staff
suddenly compromised, and they may lose customers. With a BI plan in place, however, these business
owners would receive money to replace the lost revenue up to the amount written into their policy,
averting potentially catastrophic consequences.
Businesses with brick-and-mortar operations in regions subject to extreme weather patterns may also
find BI coverage a valuable part of their protection strategy.

Contingent Business Interruption Insurance

Especially during this era of supply chain turbulence, businesses operating at all scales across multiple
industries — notably manufacturing, retail, hospitality and professional services — may benefit from
CBI insurance. Let’s first continue with the small and mid-size business example of our bakery, above.
CBI coverage would provide protection if the bakery lost earnings because one of its suppliers, having
suffered its own loss — let’s say fire at a nearby flour-milling facility — could no longer deliver the raw
materials required for the bakery to make and sell its goods. At the enterprise scale, consider the
potential losses that a shortage of porcelain may cause to a manufacturer of precision ceramic
products that serves the global aeronautics or defense industry — broken contracts, damaged
reputations, potentially unrecoverable financial losses and the risk of broader mission failures.

Other business types that may benefit from CBI protection include:

• Those whose operations depend on a limited number of suppliers.
• Those reliant on a single customer or a handful of key customers to purchase
their services or goods.
• Those whose suppliers are located within regions troubled by extreme
weather patterns.
• Those dependent on the uptime of a nearby business — perhaps a commercial
operation or a tourist attraction.

What Expenses Might BI and CBI Help Cover?
Both BI and CBI insurance policy types protect policyholders when circumstances named in their
policies disrupt their ability to conduct continuous business operations. When claims arise, both policy
types can help pay for the ongoing expenses that don’t stop, even when a business' cash flow does.
Typical expenses related to business interruption may include the following:

Rent or lease payments. Many leases still require that lessees make payments, even if their

business has shut down for reasons beyond their control. BI and CBI policies both allow policyholders to
make rent or lease payments even without regular cash flow.

Employee wages. When a business is forced to shut down due to an interruption, paying employees
can be challenging. Both BI and CBI can prevent hardship on employees as well as loss of staff by
helping a business make payroll. This is especially important, as the cost of finding and training
employees often exceeds the cost of retention.
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Loan payments. Whether a business is fully operational or not, its owners must continue to pay
outstanding loans. BI and CBI insurance will ensure that no payments are missed, even during
temporary business closures.

Relocation. If the policy owner’s primary location is unusable following a disaster or other event — or
if its business location is no longer viable due to damages incurred by one of its suppliers — relocation
may be necessary to continue generating revenue and fulfilling financial obligations. BI and CBI
insurance may replace the expenses of temporary relocation, potentially covering both moving and
rental costs.

Limitations
BI and CBI insurance plans cover revenue lost due to business interruptions. The chief variable between
the plan types is whether the cause of the interruption originated with the policyholder’s physical
location (BI) or with the physical location of one of its suppliers or clients (CBI). The coverage that a
policyholder receives is entirely defined by the terms written into each unique policy. Neither BI nor CBI
insurance covers actual physical loss, and as a result, the insurance is often bundled with a suite of
products that includes property insurance. And while disruptions resulting from the pandemic may be
covered, it’s important to note that neither of these policy types typically covers losses caused by the
COVID-19 virus itself.

Getting Started
In addition to common but potentially devastating threats such as natural disasters and vandalism,
today’s unpredictable imbalance between supply and demand seems likely to drive interruption-related
insurance needs for the foreseeable future. While it is impossible to predict the next cause of disruption
to your business, protecting against potential business interruption itself is within your grasp.
Do you want to take the first steps toward aligning your BI and CBI coverage to better reflect today’s
risks? We can help you fully understand your own BI or CBI coverage needs by assessing your exposures.
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